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ABSTRACT 
This article presents acoustic and perceptual results on 
reduction and assimilation (voicing, nasalisation, 
simplification, fusion) phenomena of 18 minutes of 
spontaneous French and Taiwanese Mandarin (TM) using 
the same methodology. We observed : i) consonants in TM 
are less resistant to assimilation of voicing and nasalisation, 
and are more likely to be reduced, ii) vowels are less 
reduced in TM, iii) simplification and fusion are rather 
consonant phenomena in French but vowel phenomena in 
TM. We conclude :  i) the pattern of reduction and 
assimilation is very similar in both languages and seems 
universal, ii) the importance of reduction and assimilation 
seems language-specific : a) simplification and fusion seem 
to be linked to the syllable structure of each language, b) 
resistance of vowels in TM may be due to the fact that TM 
is a mono-disyllabic tone language in which the vowel is 
the carrier of tone.  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Reduction and assimilation phenomena in spontaneous 
speech are mostly studied in Indo-European languages for 
one language at a time, such as English [1], German [2] and 
French [3]. Inter-languages comparison is difficult, since 
the criteria are not the same. In this article, we use a same 
methodology in order to have a strict comparison between 
languages. We try to answer how far are reduction and 
assimilation phenomena similar in typologically unrelated 
languages, such as French and Taiwanese Mandarin (TM). 
For reduction phenomena, we compare in both languages 
spatial reduction of phonemes (vowel to be less open and 
consonant stricture to be less narrow) ; for assimilation 
phenomena, we compare voicing assimilation, nasalisation, 
simplification and fusion.  

2. METHOD 

For each language, the corpus consists of 18 minutes of 
spontaneous speech uttered by 6 native speakers in a quiet 
room. The signals were segmented and phonetically labeled 
on the acoustic analyser Winsnoori [4]. For both languages, 
we have extracted the 100 first occurrences of the vowel /a/, 
and the first 100 consonants of each type. Each phoneme 
was extracted with the preceding and following phoneme. 
An acoustic analysis is carried out on Winsnoori for 
consonant reduction and all phenomena of assimilation ; for 
vowel reduction, a perception test of identification is 
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eded on Sound Forge 4 [5]. The stimuli were repeated 
s with one second of interval between repetitions and 
conds between stimuli. Four native listeners of both 

ages were asked to answer if they heard /a/ in each 
lus. 

3. RESULTS 
eduction 
 Perception of the vowel /a/  

that both French and TM have a rather dense vocalic 
 (14 and 13 vowels respectively). The results show a 

 identification of /a/ in TM than in French : 50% 
 20% on average. The vowel reduction, as least for /a/, 
 to be more important in French than in TM [6].  
Consonant reduction 
struent reduction 
onsonant reduction “can be seen as a progression 
the ‘degree of stricture’ hierarchy: stop  fricative, 
ve  approximant, approximant  zero” [1], as 
ed in historical sound changes; but in at least 4 
nt languages [3] [7] [8] [9], a stop (particularly the 
 ones [10]) can also be realized “directly” as an 

ximant. 
o not deal with complete reduction (deletion) of 
ents in this paper (see [11] [12]).  
nch, voiced stops may be reduced to fricated stops 
burst, /b/: 6%, /d/: 6%, /g/: 3%) or approximants (/b/: 
/d/: 20%, /g/: 18%), 2% of /b/ are reduced also to 
ves. Unvoiced stops tend to be reduced only to 
d stops (/p/: 15%, /t/: 24%, /k/: 9%) or fricatives (/p/: 
/: 3%, /k/: 3%), but not to approximants, except /k/ in 
onoun que (2%). Voiced fricatives, except /v/, are 
 reduced to fricated approximants (with friction, /v/: 
/z/: 2%, /Z/: 0%) or approximants (without friction, 
%, /z Z/: 0%); unvoiced fricatives /f s S/ are never 

ed to approximants.  
, the reduction of obstruents is more drastic. 

uents of each mode (stop, fricative, affricate) can 
e approximants : un-aspirated stops are reduced 

ly to approximants (/p/ 5%, /t/ 25%, /k/ 17%) ; 
ted stops, except /ph/, can be reduced to 
ximants  (/th/ 15%, /kh/ 4%) or simplified to 
tion [h] (/th/ 19%, /kh/ 2%). Affricates can be 
ified to one of their fricative components except for 



/tsh/ (/ts/ 3%, /tß/ 4%, /tC/ 2%, /tßh/ 4%, /tCh/ 3%), or 
reduced to approximants (/ts/ 10%, /tß/ 5%, /tC/ 8%, /tsh/ 
2%, /tßh/ 4%, /tCh/ 6%) ; aspirated affricates can also be 
simplified to un-aspirated affricates except /tsh/ (/tßh/ 3%, 
/tCh/ 5%). Fricatives are reduced to approximants, except 
/s/ (/f/ 7%, /ß/ 7%, /C/ 3%, /x/ 37%). To conclude, in TM, all 
obstruents are concerned by reduction phenomenon, except 
/ph/ and /s/. Consonants in complex modes can be 
simplified to one of their components : aspirated stops into 
[h], affricates into fricatives, and aspirated affricates into 
fricatives or affricates. 
In comparison with French, a greater vulnerability of 
obstruents in TM seems evident. In both languages, /s/ is 
not reduced (universal?).  
b. Approximant reduction 
An approximant is deleted when reduced (approximant  
zero [1]). In our data, in French, the percentages of deletion 
of approximants are : /m/ 0,5%, /n/ 0%, /l/ 14,2%, /“/ 8,2% ; 
in TM, they are : /m/ 0,5%, /n/ 1,9%, /l/ 6,5%, /Ω/ (or /®/) 
9,5%. Hence, in both languages, nasal approximants are 
much more resistant to reduction (deletion) than oral 
approximants.  
3-2. Assimilation  
3-2-1. Voicing of obstruents 
In French, voicing is a distinctive feature of stops and 
fricatives, therefore phonologically important. We have 
noticed in our data voicing of unvoiced obstruents and 
devoicing of voiced obstruents ; in both cases, voicing 
assimilation is essentially regressive. In addition, this 
assimilation is influenced by the position in a syllable : 
initial and final positions may lead to a devoicing of voiced 
obstruents, intervocalic position may lead to a voicing of 
unvoiced obstruents (phonetic assimilation).  
In TM, voicing is not a phonological feature. In our data, all 
obstruents, phonologically unvoiced, in intervocalic 
position are susceptible to be voiced phonetically.  
The fact that all consonants can become voiced 
phonetically in TM seems to show a greater vulnerability of 
consonants in TM compared to French, where voicing of 
consonants is phonologically constrained. 
3-2-2. Nasalisation 
French has nasal consonants and vowels. In our data, 
nasalisation can be progressive or regressive, but concerns 
almost exclusively stops nasalised by surrounding vowels 
(ex. /d/  [n] plein de, une heure et demi; /b/  [m] c’est 
bon,) and rarely /l/ (ex. /l/  [n] ressens le plus, mes 
lentilles).  
TM does not have phonological nasal vowels ; nasalisation 
in TM can only come from nasal consonants. Besides the 
well-known nasalisation from the nasal in coda position to 
the preceding vowel (regressive nasalisation /an/, /aN/ etc.), 
we noticed two nasalisations in TM, both are progressive:  

- Nasalisation induced by the nasal in coda position 
(/n/ and /N/) upon the initial consonant of the next 
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word (ex. /p/ [m] in /ßw´n pjen/ by the way, 
/t/  [n] in /tß´n t´/ really, /k/  [N] in /iNkai/ 
must, etc.). Moreover, the consonants affected by 
nasalisation /p t k th ts tß tC tßh ß l Ω/ are those 
which are also the more affected by reduction 
(except for /x/ often reduced but never nasalised) ; 
those which are not affected by nasalisation 
/ph kh tsh tCh f s C m n/ are also the less 
reduced.  
Nasalisation induced by initial nasals /m/ and /n/ 
upon the following vowel (ex. /ni/ you, /m´n/ 
gram. plural.) 

parison, nasalisation concerns only stops and /l/ in 
h but all modes of consonants in TM (though not all 
nants), indicating a weaker resistance of consonants 
alisation in TM. 
 Simplification of diphthongs, successive consonants 
mplex consonants 

e interested only in simplification where one part of a 
nt is deleted (ex. diphthong simplified to 

phthong).  
nch, 2 consecutive consonants, if identical, may be 

ified to a geminated one (where the explosion of the 
onsonant is deleted) [13] [14]. In our data, this 
cy of gemination is not limited to identical stops 
as ‘dedans’ where e is deleted) but all stops. In 

on, it may have a regressive assimilation of voicing 
b/  [b:] petite barre, /kd/  [d:] trucs dedans, /td/ 
] le fait de, te dire, etc.).  
, complex consonants may be simplified to one of 
omponents (less than 5% except for /th/ in /tha/ he, 
f. ‘reduction’) ; but we observed more often the 
fication of diphthongs to monophthongs : in our data, 

 12% of each diphthong (/ai/ /ei/ /au/ /ou/) become 
phthongs.  
nch, it is essentially consonants which are simplified, 
 TM, it is mostly vowels and less often consonants. 
 Fusion  
ntaneous French, [15] has shown that 2 consonants in 
nce v1C1C2v2 are sometimes perceived as a single one,  
ng  the ‘manner and place’ of C1 and the ‘voicing’ of 
. /Zs/  [S], /fz/  [v], /dv/  [z]). It is confirmed by 
ta (ex. /Zs/  [S] je sais pas /ZsEpa/  [SEpa], je suis 
/  [SÁi] ; /sd/  [z]  courses d’orientation 

do“jç)tasjç)/  [ku“zo“jç)tasjç)], terrasse de café 
d´kafe/  [te“az´kafe] ; /v“/  [f] vraiment 
A‡)/  [fEmA‡)]. We noticed also a vocalic fusion 
ning a glide and a vowel, but this fusion is rare. The 
 vowel has an intermediary colour (ex. /wa/  [´] ça 
aire /sadwafE“/  [sad´fE“]) or the colour of the 
(ex. /Ái/  [y] je suis /ZsÁi/  [Sy], puis /pÁi/  
 Fig. 1 shows a fusion sequence of /Zs/  [S] and /Ái/ 
] in je suis cache, where /ZsÁikaSe/ is realised as 
Se].  



 
           Z    s   Á i   k     a   S     e 

   S     y   k     a   S    e 

 
Figure 1:  In French, fusion sequence ( /Zs/  [S] and /Ái/  [y]) in je suis caché /ZsÁikaSe/ realised as [SykaSe]. 

 
tß ˆ    j    ou       i  k    ´    tC  j  ou   ß    ˆ 

       tß ˆ    j    ou       i  k    ´    tC     ´     ß    ˆ   
(quasi-fusion) 

 
Figure 2: In TM, quasi-fusion form of /jou/  [´] in /tCjou ßˆ/ it is (3400-3650ms) : /j/ is still visible on the transition of 

formants of the preceding consonant /tC/ (to compare with /jou/ in canonic form in /tßˆ jou/ only, 2700-3000ms). 

In TM, the fusion of ‘glide + vowel’ is more common than 
in French but not as much as what we expected (12/1655 
cases). The pattern is the same : the ‘new’ vowel has the 
colour of the glide (ex. /wo/  [u] me, /kan tCÁe/  [kan 
tCy] feel) or an intermediary colour (ex. /jou/  [j´] have). 
Quasi-fusions are quite numerous where we can still 
distinguish each segment by their formants or transitions of 
formants.  Fig. 2 shows a quasi-fusion form of /jou/  [´] 

in /tCjou ßˆ/ it is, where /j/ is still visible on the transition of 
formants of the preceding consonant /tC/. We noticed also a 
fusion of two vowels with changes of tones (ex. /swo i wo/  
that’s why I …  [se o] (tones: 333  1 3). 
It seems that just like simplification, fusion is also a rather 
consonant phenomenon in French but a rather vowel 
phenomenon in TM.  



4. CONCLUSIONS 
Simplification and fusion phenomena seem to happen more 
frequently in consonants in French but vowels in TM. This 
is probably due to the syllable structure of each language : 
in French, two consonants can be in sequence but not in TM 
(except with nasal coda) ; in TM, glides and vowels are 
more often in sequence than in French.  
Compared to French, in TM, consonants are less resistant to 
phonetic assimilation of voicing and assimilation of 
nasalisation. Moreover, in TM, consonant reduction is more 
important and vowel reduction is less important. These 
points indicate a greater vulnerability of consonants in TM 
than in French, and confirm our results concerning the 
deletion of phonemes in spontaneous speech of both 
languages [9] [10] where consonants are more deleted in 
TM than in French. The preservation of vowels in TM may 
be due to the fact that TM is a mono-disyllabic tone 
language in which the vowel is the carrier of tone.  
In both languages, /s/ and nasals are resistant to reduction. 
The pattern of reduction and assimilation is also very 
similar in both languages. 
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